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Abstract: This study compares the volatility behavior and variance structure of daily, weekly and monthly returns of the KSE-100 index. The study uses seventeen years data covering the period from 1991 to 2008. By employing ARCH (1) model, the study finds significant asymmetric shocks to volatility in the three series but the intensity of the shocks are not equal for all the series. The study finds that the statistical properties are also substantially different from one another. The stylized fact of volatility clustering is found in the market but is sensitive to the frequencies of data.
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1. Introduction

The publishing of paper on Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) originated a new debate on stock returns volatility and now the current period is called post ARCH period (Engle, 1982). Researchers, practitioners and policy makers focused on the volatility of stock returns from the point of view of time varying volatility. The volatility in all financial markets has increased very much in the recent period particularly in the developing markets. After the liberalization of stock market in Pakistan, many researchers started studying the behavior of stock returns. Dawood (2007) investigated the volatility in the Karachi stock exchange and found that after liberalization in 1990’s the market has become more volatile as compared to earlier period. He found that the stock market reacts too actively to shocks but this reaction take place on daily basis and die away within a month. Ali & Akbar (2007) tested the main hypotheses about equality in returns on daily, weekly and monthly basis in Karachi stock exchange and found insignificant results, which means no equality is there among the series.

Many studies show that high frequency data series is more volatile as compared to low frequencies of data. Chang (2006) concluded that mean reversion situation only exists in the low-frequency data. Caiado (2004) also found the same results for Portuguese stock market, where he found asymmetric shocks to volatility in daily stock returns but not for weekly returns. This establishes the need of this study in the developing market of Pakistan. This study fills the gap by examining the volatility pattern for the three data series (daily, weekly and monthly) using stylized fact of volatility clustering. The study objective is "to compare the volatility clustering phenomenon of high (daily) and low (weekly, monthly) frequencies of data".

Pakistan’s Capital Market: Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) was established in 18th September 1947. The other exchanges in Pakistan are the Lahore Stock exchange (est. 1974) and the Islamabad Stock Exchange (est. 1997). KSE is the biggest of the three exchanges where according to an estimate more than 85% of the trade occurs, and remaining 15% trade occur in other two markets. Almost 670 companies are listed in KSE having a market capitalization of above US$95.18 Billion. KSE-100 index is the weighted index of stocks of 100 top market capitalized companies. The growth in the last decade had made KSE the best emerging market of the world. The market was first and third in turnover ratio in 2003 and 2006 respectively.

The unpretentious growth can be observed in the stock market after the liberalization period. During the years 1995-2004, the growth shows a smooth upward curve despite major adverse events. The growth continued for many years and in March 2005, the market broke the barrier of 10,000. Banking, Telecom and Energy sectors contributed heavily in this growth. Due to this immense growth, Business Week classified the KSE as the world’s fastest growing market in 2002 and 2004.
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2. Literature Review

The variability in stock prices during a period is called volatility (Karolyi, 2001). The volatility follows the heteroskedastic property or time varying process (Turan and Demirtas, 2006). The different frequencies financial data exhibit different properties. As Caiado (2004), used GARCH-type models to measure the volatility for different frequencies of the Portuguese Stock Index (PSI-20) returns and found that some weekly returns properties are substantially different from daily returns. Heteroskedasticity is also present in the developing markets. Rosen (2007) found strong evidence of presence of heteroskedasticity in daily, weekly and monthly returns of Bombay Stock Exchange. Thomas (1995) used GARCH modeling and found autocorrelations, volatility clustering and non-normality in the returns data series. They concluded that ARCH type models are the best to measure these empirical irregularities. McMillan et al (2000) also analyzed the performance of a variety of models and concluded that ARCH type models had most consistent performance than other models.

Volatility clustering is defined as “Some periods of slow and high volatilities” or “Clustering of the variance of the error terms”. The size of returns at some point of time is volatility and its long memory is volatility clustering (Eisler, 2007). Caiado (2004) measured the volatility for daily and weekly returns of the Portuguese Stock Index and found support for asymmetric shocks to volatility in the daily returns only. The current period variance of returns had a strong relationship with past innovations (Rosen, 2007). Hassan et al (2000) found the same results for the Dhaka Stock Exchange returns. Papa (2004) analyzed the international stock market volatilities and found volatility clustering in the markets. Volatility clustering is a combination of jumps and smoothly changing components of returns (Maheuy and McCurdy, 2003). Chowdhury et al (2006) investigated Bangladeshi capital market and found that market returns are influenced by their own shocks. Rizwan et al (2007) investigated the Swedish stock market and found that GARCH models are the best models for measuring volatility. Pasha et al (2007) and Prymachenko (2003) also found that GARCH class models dominate the linear models in measuring volatility. Ali & Akbar (2007) tested equality in returns on daily, weekly and monthly basis and found that the returns distribution is different for all the series. Dawood (2007) found that in 1990’s KSE has become more volatile on both short-term (daily) and medium term (monthly) basis. He found that the stock market reaction to economic shocks take place on a daily basis and die away within a month.

3. Method

Data and Sample Period: The daily, weekly and monthly KSE-100 index log returns, \( r_t = \log \left( \frac{I_t}{I_{t-1}} \right) \) is used in the study. The data are taken from the website of finance.yahoo.com and the State Bank of Pakistan. The study employs returns series data from 1991 to 2009 for a total of 4086, 873 and 201 observations, respectively. The data is taken for the period after the liberalization period started in Pakistan because the market was totally dead before that period and after the liberalization period, the market became active. This study used different frequencies of data but the study mainly focuses on the daily observation because it contains more information.

Procedure: The current study employs following methods and models:
- ADF test developed by [9] for testing the hypothesis of null of unit root.
- ARCH (1)

The ADF test is normally applied to check the stationarity of every time series data. The study employs the ARCH model in order to find presence of volatility clustering in the returns series.

4. Results and Discussion

The results of the three data series are shown below:
The results show that all the data series have positive returns but most of the statistical characteristics of the data are different from one another, so confirming the findings of Caiado (2004), Ali & Akbar (2007), and Chang (2006). The presence of non-normality in the results confirms the findings of Andersen et al (2001), Magnus et al (2006), Khedhiri and Muhammad (2008), Dickey and Fuller (1979), Thomas (1995), and Turan et al (2006). These characteristics are also observed by Hassan et al (2000) and Li (2007) for the developing markets. This study finds volatility clustering in the Pakistani capital market thus confirms the results of Dawood (2007) and Rashid and Ahmad (2008) for KSE. The ARCH coefficient is higher for the daily data only,
this confirms the findings of Caiado (2004), Rosen (2007), Peiró (2001), McMillan et al (2000) and Ng and McAleer (2004) used ARCH type models and concluded that the performance of these models is sensitive to the data set. This study also confirms that the volatility measurement is sensitive to the frequency of data.

5. Summary and Concluding Remarks

The objective of the study is to compare the volatility of the daily, weekly and monthly frequencies of KSE-100 index by applying the ARCH model. A general finding in the literature review is that the emerging markets are more volatile than the developed markets. Another finding is that the high frequency data is more volatile than the low-frequency data. The study concludes that many statistical properties of the three series are different from one another. The daily data are more volatile than the other series, confirming the results of Caiado (2004) and also found volatility clustering in KSE confirming the findings of Dawood (2007) and Rashid and Ahmad (2008) for KSE. The main findings of the study are: The daily data are more volatile than other series and the three series have different properties from one another. The ARCH effects show the presence of volatility clustering in all the series. The ARCH effects are more in the daily data than the low frequencies of data. Low frequency data has less information so the volatility and returns relationship can be best measured by high frequency data.

The above findings of the research have many implications, which are: Volatility measurement gives different results for the different frequencies. The short-term investment decisions should focus on short-term volatility measurement whereas long-term investment decisions require long-term volatility measurement. KSE should set its target as “less volatility with stable returns” for achieving sustained development in the market. The study opens many avenues for the future researches especially in the emerging markets. The breaks in the time series data can be incorporated in the volatility models like modified ICSS technique. Volatility spillovers from one market to other markets and from one industry to other industries should also be studied in future researches.
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